We report the detection during the ALMA Cycle 0 of SiS rotational lines in highvibrational states as well as SiO and SiC 2 lines in their ground vibrational state, towards IRC+10216. The spatial distribution of these molecules shows compact emission for SiS and a more extended emission for SiO and SiC 2 , and also proves the existence of an increase in the SiC 2 emission at the outer shells of the circumstellar envelope. We analyze the excitation conditions of the vibrationally excited SiS using the population diagram technique and we used a large velocity gradient model to compare with the observations. We found moderate discrepancies between the observations and the models that could be explained if SiS lines detected are optically thick. Additionally, the line profiles of the detected rotational lines in the high energy vibrational states show a decreasing linewidth with increasing energy levels. This may evidence that these lines could be excited only in the inner shells, i.e. the densest and hottest, of the circumstellar envelope of IRC+10216.
Introduction
Silicon is mostly locked in SiS, SiO and SiC 2 in the circumstellar envelope (CSE) of the carbon-rich star IRC+10216, as evidenced observationally and predicted by models (Olofsson et al. 1982; Lucas et al. 1995; Agúndez et al. 2012) . These molecules are efficiently formed in gas phase, close to the stellar photosphere as a consequence of chemical processes enabled under thermodynamical equilibrium (Tsuji 1973) . In the dust formation region (∼5-20 R ⋆ ), the Si-bearing molecules are likely to condense onto the dust grains due to their highly refractory nature. The silicon contained in the dust grains can form molecules through grain-surface reactions. Also, the interaction of shocks produced by the pulsation of the star with the dust grains can extract certain amounts of silicon from them and incorporate it into the gas-phase to react and form other species (see e.g. Castro-Carrizo et al. 2001) . Beyond this region, the abundances of Si-bearing molecules are expected to decrease up to the outermost shells of the envelope, where the interstellar ultraviolet (UV) radiation field dissociates all the remaining molecules.
Previous interferometer observations showed the spatial distribution of these molecules in IRC+10216. The SiS J=5 -4, J=6 -5, J=8 -7, J=9 -8 and J=12 -11 brightness distributions display a quasi-circular shape with a diameter of ∼20 ′′ elongated along the nebular axis (P.A.∼20
• , Bieging & Tafalla 1993; Lucas et al. 1995) . Recent observations with the Combined Array for
Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA) of the SiS J=14 -13 v=0 and v=1 lines have been reported by Fonfría et al. (2014) , where the v=0 line shows a circular and compact brightness distribution of ∼2 ′′ and displays maser emission. The v=1 brightness distribution shows a compact source centered at the star position.
SiO J=5 -4 v=0 brightness distribution maps carried out with the Submillimeter Array (SMA) were reported in Schöier et al. (2006) . They show circular symmetry with a diameter of ∼6 ′′ at the systemic velocity of the source, which is -26.5km s −1 (e.g. Cernicharo et al. 2000 ).
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The J=6 -5 v=0 brightness distribution reported in Fonfría et al. (2014) displays a quasi-circular symmetry centered at the position of the star, with a diameter of ∼3 ′′ elongated along the nebular direction (NE-SW).
SiC 2 observations carried out with the Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI) and CARMA,
show a brightness distribution composed of: i) an elongated compact component located at the innermost regions of the CSE (Fonfría et al. 2014) and, ii) a hollow shell structure located at ∼15 ′′ from the star (Lucas et al. 1995) . The formation mechanism for this outer component was suggested in Cernicharo et al. (2010) , where the reaction between Si and C 2 H 2 yielding SiC 2 , could be responsible for the SiC 2 enhancement in the outer envelope.
In this work we present the Cycle 0 observations carried out with the Atacama Large measured with the Very Large Array (VLA) with 40 milli-arcsec resolution (Menten et al. 2012 ).
We measured an intensity peak of 650 mJy beam −1 with an uncertainty of ∼8 %.
The calibration of the data was performed using CASA 2 and data analysis with GILDAS 3 . in the outer envelope of IRC+10216 reported in Lucas et al. (1995) and the chemical model of Cernicharo et al. (2010) . Although, this ring-like structure is probably filtered in our data given the shortest baselines used. Between the central and the ring-like structure, emission of SiC 2 is either very low or absent (Lucas et al. 1995) . Finally, the red-shifted emission (+12 km s −1 ) displays a quasi-circular distribution with a diameter of ∼5-6 ′′ . These brightness distributions could be interpreted as the SiC 2 is formed in regions close to the star, then it condenses onto the dust grains and eventually it reappears at the outer shells of the CSE, maybe as a hollow shell, as the consequence of the interaction between the UV Galactic radiation field and the CSE (Lucas et al. 1995; Fonfría et al. 2014 ).
For 29 SiO, the bulk of the emission arises from a compact central component with a size of 2 ′′ . This line also displays an extended and clumpy distribution, elongated in the -9 -NE-SW and with a size of ∼6-7 ′′ . At velocities close to the terminal expansion velocity, ∼14.5 km s −1 (Cernicharo et al. 2000) , the brightness distribution is elongated in the NE-SW direction with a size of ∼3-4 ′′ . The blue-shifted emission at -13 km s −1 displays a decrease just in front of the star which can be interpreted as self-absorption and probably absorption of the continuum emission mostly coming from the star. There is no conclusive explanation for the elongation, nevertheless, some authors pointed out that it could evidence the presence of a bipolar outflow in the CSE (Fonfría et al. 2014) . The possible pressence of a binary companion to CWLeo could also play a decissive role in this scenario (Guelin et al. 1993; Cernicharo et al. 2015) .
The observed brightness distribution of the vibrationally excited SiS lines are expected to be compact and centered on the star since the involved levels are excited at the high temperatures prevailing close to the star. The SiS J=15 -14 v=0 line, which displays maser emission (Fonfría Expósito et al. 2006) , shows a circular brightness distribution with a diameter of ∼2 ′′ at the systemic velocity of the source. For the SiS J=15 -14 v≥1 lines, the observed distributions are not spatially resolved. Fig. 1 shows the emission of the 29 SiS J=15 -14 v=0 line, which displays a brightness distribution of a compact source surrounding the central star with a diameter of ∼2 ′′ .
A large scale artificial modulation can be noticed below the 25σ level. Since it is related to the visibilities at short baselines, we do not expect it to modify the shape and flux of the compact central component of the brightness distribution. Also, the quality of the several SiS and 29 SiS maps is affected owing to the low uv coverage and non-neglible contribution of the sidelobes for the setups 3, 4 and 5 (see Table1) . The lines that lie in the range covered by the setup 6, are those of high vibrationally excited states (e.g. SiS J=15 -14 v≥10, 29 SiS J=15 -14 v≥6) which are tentative and spatially unresolved. 
Vibrationally excited SiS
The Cycle 0 observations with ALMA allowed us to detect several J=15 -14 lines of high-vibrational excited states of SiS isotopologues, in particular, up to v=7 for the main isotopologue (see Fig. 3 ). The SiS J=15 -14 v=8 and v=10 lines are probably blended with unidentified lines so we consider them as tentative. Additionally, the SiS J=15 -14 v=9
line is considered tentatively detected because even though its full width at half maximum (FWHM) measured seems to follow the trend of the Fig. 3b , its measured integrated intensity is underestimated considering the population diagram of Fig. 3c . All these lines display a compact unresolved emission peaking at the central star. The FWHM of the lines measured from the spectra at the stellar position, decreases with increasing upper level energy (see Fig. 3b ). We verified this behavior for SiS, 29 SiS, 30 SiS, Si 33 S and Si 34 S. In the dust formation region, the gas displays a velocity gradient as a function of the radial distance to the star, i.e. the closer to the star the lower the expansion velocity (Agúndez et al. 2012 , and references therein). Hence, those lines involving higher vibrational states, which are excited in inner and warmer regions, are narrower.
Thermal broadening for the SiS lines excited in the dust formation region is ∼1 km s −1 , and thus this mechanism could only account partially for the FWHM variation of the lines.
We analyzed the excitation conditions of SiS with the rotational diagram technique (Goldsmith & Langer 1999) using the spectra at the stellar position (see Fig. 3c ). We considered two different linear trends for the observational data, one for the transitions with E up 2500 K (i.e. We used a large velocity gradient (LVG) code to model the SiS emission (Cernicharo 2012) .
Further details about the spectroscopic data used in the calculations are given in § 3.2.1. The
SiS collisional data were taken from Toboła et al. (2008) and extrapolated to high ro-vibrational levels. We adopted a distance to the star of ∼130 pc, an effective temperature of ∼2330 K and a stellar radius of ∼4×10 13 cm as input for our model (Cernicharo et al. 2000; Monnier et al. 2000; Groenewegen et al. 2012) . We used two different abundance profiles for the model: i) the 2012 model, that corresponds to the abundance profiles described in Agúndez et al. (2012) , and ii) this work, that is a modification of the profile (i). This modification consists on a decrease of the H 2 density of the 2012 model in a factor of ∼2, used to reproduce the dust nucleation zone (1-10 R ⋆ ) of the CSE of IRC+10216, as described in Cernicharo et al. (2013) . The decrease of the density needs to be balanced with a similar increase of the SiS abundance to produce the same lines.
From these models we obtain a good agreement with the vibrational temperature derived from the vibrational diagram and moderate discrepancies with the total column density within a factor ∼2. These discrepancies in the column density may be explained as the dilution due to the size of the emitting region compared to the Half Power Beam Width (HPBW) of the synthetic beam, that would increase the optical depth of the lines. The size of the emitting region should decrease with the vibrational state owing to the energies needed to excite those lines. With our models, we found moderate to high optical depths τ(v=1)∼10 to τ(v=4)∼0.8 for the abundance profile (i) and τ(v=1)∼47 to τ(v=8)∼1.0 for the abundance profile (ii).
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SiS potential energy function and vibrational dipole moment
The potential energy function used to describe the internuclear motions of the SiS isotopologues is a Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potential properly extended to accommodate BornOppenheimer breakdown (BOB) corrections. The effective potential has the form (Campbell et al. 1993; Ram et al. 1997; Dulick et al. 1998; Coxon & Hajigeorgiou 2000) ,
where M A and M B are the silicon and sulfur atomic masses, and µ is the reduced mass. The BO potential is given by
where
and z = r − r e r + r e
and the BOB potential and centrifugal correction terms are represented by the power expansions
The potential parameters were obtained by nonlinear least squares fitting to the observed infrared and microwave line positions of the SiS isotopologues up to v=12. The final data set -14 -included a total of 2863 lines, 414 rotational (Tieman et al. 1972; Sanz et al. 2003; Müller et al. 2007 ) and 2449 rovibrational transitions (Birk et al. 1972; Frum et al. 1990 ). Mass independent Dunham coefficients, U i j , have been derived by Müller et al. (2007) . The fit to the potential energy function was performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Levenberg 1944; Marquardt 1963) The dipole moment function used for SiS was determined semiempirically by Piñeiro et al. (1987) , and the dipole moment matrix elements were computed up to v=4. In Table 2 we provide them up to v=12. The agreement between our calculations and those of Piñeiro et al. (1987) for v≤4 is excellent.
-15 - and λ is the observed wavelength.
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Other Si-bearing species
SiC was detected in IRC+10216 by Cernicharo et al. (1989) with line profiles indicating that the molecule was produced in an external shell, probably as a product of the photodissociation of SiC 2 . Our observations did not cover any frequency range where SiC lines could arise, however, lines of 29 SiC and SiC v=1 lie in this range, but they were not detected. For a temperature in the photosphere of 2300 K a significant number of SiC molecules could be in the v=1 state (E up ∼1400 K) and higher vibrational levels. We derived an upper limit to the SiC column density of 4.4×10 14 cm −2 from the 29 SiC upper limit, where we used an isotopic 28 Si/ 29 Si ratio of 20 (Cernicharo et al. 1989 (Cernicharo et al. , 1991 . Hence, SiC 2 is the main carrier of SiC bonds in the gas phase in the dust formation zone of IRC+10216.
Conclusion
ALMA has been proved as an outstanding tool to study the molecular emission from CSEs of evolved stars, even at the early stages of its development. In particular, ALMA allowed us to detect SiS rotational lines in high energy vibrational states which have been analyzed to constrain the physical conditions of the innermost shells of IRC+10216. We found that these lines should be excited in regions close to the photosphere of IRC+10216. It also has served to unveil the different brightness distribution of Si-bearing molecules. We expect that future ALMA science with its full suite capabilities ready for the next observation cycle would give us the chance to map the brightness distribution of these Si-bearing molecules with closer detail allowing us to understand their formation mechanisms.
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